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It is regularly observed, particularly around Tony time, that the backbone of the American theater is the
musical . . . I recently saw three recent examples of our "native American art form" within days of one
another and came away convinced that musicals can be at the same time the most facile and the most
satisfying of theatrical experiences . . . . . . I have saved my best example for last. It is more an opera than a
musical, and I caught it in a brief workshop at the Boston Conservatory (it will undoubtedly have a longer
life elsewhere).  In addition to being one of the most powerful operas of the last decade, The Screams of
Kitty Genovese gave me hope for the renewal of musical theater.

The Screams of Kitty Genovese has a story and libretto by
the American playwright David Simpatico, and music and
orchestration by the English composer Will Todd.
It tells the now infamous story of a young Queens woman
who, one night in 1964, upon returning from an evening
on the town, was repeatedly stabbed in front of her
apartment house by a psychopathic necrophiliac who
sexually abused her corpse. Thirty-eight of her neighbors
watched the murder from their windows, too frightened
or indifferent to call for help. The event resulted in the
establishment of 911 as a speedy way to fetch the cops.
But March 13, 1964 obviously had a lot more
significance for American urban dwellers than that: it was
the date when we realized that "the world as we know it
will never be the same."
The music shows some of the influence of Benjamin
Britten in its orchestration (largely brass and woodwinds
and percussion). But it has a startling contemporaneity as
well, in the way that it takes ordinary characters in
ordinary situations and provides them with a large stage
presence. This quotidian amplitude is reinforced by the
opening aria of Frannie (Mary Webster), an aging
consumer of movie magazines, who sings about Liz
Taylor stealing Eddie Fisher from Debbie Reynolds,
about Martin Luther King winning the Nobel Prize, about
the riots in Watts, in music of size and intensity.
The lives of the other convincingly authentic characters in
the apartment house melt into each other through song
(choruses such as "Just another night," in which the
banality of an evening in Queens acts as an ominous
prelude for the horrors to come). These characters include
a woman having an extramarital affair with her husband's
automobile mechanic, a couple singing a lullaby to a new
baby, a resentful superintendent, a young body-builder, a
castrating wife and her couch-potato husband. But the
central characters are the doomed couple, Kitty Genovese
(Cori Pfeffer) and her relentless stalker Winston Mosley
(John Michael Dias).
When we first see Kitty, she is on the street, full of life,
fixing her hair and her lipstick, excitedly anticipating a
night of fun. Later she returns after a fling with the girls,
her heels killing her, daydreaming of her Mystery Man. A
Mystery Man appears all right--not exactly the one she

was looking for--to stab her in the stomach in the first of
his repeated assaults. She pleads to her attacker, "Don't let
me die young," and warns him that people can see what
he is doing. But he stabs her again and again and the
onlookers do nothing, some because of panic, some
because of anomie.
In her death agony, Kitty sings about how she wanted
new shoes, a Siamese cat, a rocking chair, a lover's touch,
and, most of all, the intervention of compassionate
neighbors: "Who are these people I pass every day?" But
for those people it is "just another night." Mosley, raving
that women are monsters and deceivers, gives her the
death thrust, then cuts off her clothes and rapes her dead
body.
The newspaper headlines, several days later, describe the
murderer (who had killed and raped two other women)
and condemn the mute witnesses, thirty-eight neighbors
who looked on and did nothing. Most of these people
continue to take refuge in self-deception, singing a chorus
of "Let's pretend it never happened" after the orchestra
has underscored the tension with insistent rhythms and a
pulsing drumbeat. All are returning to their customary
lives and their customary amnesia with a repeated mantra,
"I never heard the screams of Kitty Genovese."
But the spirit of Kitty Genovese is still there on stage,
screaming for help. The scream rises to an almost
unbearable crescendo, capping the choral denial, and the
stage blacks out. It is a stunning conclusion. Simpatico
and Todd have fully explored this not-so-isolated instance
of civil anarchy, wringing our hearts while stinging our
conscience. With the aid of a highly talented all-student
cast, discreetly directed by Neil Donohoe, they have
produced a powerful evening of musical theater, one with
the prime ingredients of classical tragedy: pity and terror.

ROBERT BRUSTEIN is TNR's theater critic.
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